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ABSTRACT 

This article is intended to present essential facts and one of the most modern ways to improve the efficiency of 

education among youth. Today the productive use of innovative technologies is important in the educational 

process. Therefore, nowadays research papers are being conducted to develop different projects to create a 

system of distance education for students using innovative technologies by scientists. In the 21st century, the 

development of science and information and communication technologies has led to a significant acceleration 

of the education system. Also, this paper provides basic information about usage and development of distance 

education with the help of artificial intelligence that is crucial for learning new educational technologies. 
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The development of information and communication technologies has led to the emergence of a new direction 

in distance education. At present, great attention is paid to the current work of distance learning in educational 

institutions of the Republic. At the same time, the development of science and technology, the change in the 

composition of knowledge, skills, qualifications and the constant increase in the volume are characterized by 

the high demands on today's specialists. Distance learning is the implementation of the relationship between 

teacher and student in the learning process on the basis of the use of modern information and communication 

technologies. Distance learning system (DLS) is an independent education that does not require participation 

in lectures and classes, which allows the student to study at a time and place that suits him / her. is convenient 

with. The distance learning system requires only one continuous, active study of the learner. In this way, along 

with the knowledge of the specialist, the quality of the qualification also increases. Thus, the technology of 

distance learning system is an interactive communication technology of teaching, which covers the interaction 

between teacher and student. The teacher takes into account the individual characteristics of the student. The 

learner, on the other hand, has the opportunity to acquire knowledge in accordance with these characteristics. 

This allows the learner to study the material in depth and thoroughly. It requires the teacher to constantly 

improve their pedagogical skills, as interactive teaching requires the teacher to constantly update their 

knowledge. The technical implementation of the distance learning system is a complex set of software. [1] 

Distance education is to provide students with the basic volume of the studied material, interactive interaction 

of students and teachers in the learning process, to allow students to work independently on the independent 
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study of the studied material and a set of information technologies that provide an assessment of the 

knowledge and skills they have acquired in the learning process. Also, distance education system is a modern 

method of teaching. Significant changes are taking place in the education system of our country. It is 

gratifying that distance learning is being used, among other forms of education. It is no secret that the majority 

of the population of our country uses the Internet only to read the news, search for information, use e-mail or 

sell rumors. The possibilities of the Internet are growing day by day. A new phase of the use of the Internet 

has begun, which means that the Internet has been introduced in various fields. Internet technologies: distance 

learning, electronic libraries, telemedicine, telemetry, e-business, e-shops, etc. Here are some tips to help you 

get started: Today, progress is very rapid and rapidly changing. Almost every second, changes, news and 

surprises take place in different parts of the planet. Every day is full of information. The flow of information 

follows us at home, at work and on vacation. Man cannot work without the influence of information. 

Understanding and studying life takes place through the collection and assimilation of information. Another 

advantage of distance learning is that it allows students to study at a time that suits them and even without 

leaving work. It is because of these advantages that this style is now widely available in the world. And one 

more advantage of distance learning is that the duration of study is determined by the student, that is, the 

student begins to study at any time, mastering the material under the supervision of the teacher. Students' 

mastery is determined by the completion of assignments and tests. The faster a student masters the program, 

the faster he or she will graduate and receive a certificate. If he fails to master the program, he will be given 

the opportunity to work independently and continue his studies. [2] 

It is well known that this method has many advantages. All higher education institutions are working on the 

implementation of distance learning techniques and technologies. The development of information technology 

requires a new approach to the organization of distance learning. Modern models of distance learning are 

based on communication and network technologies. For distance learning, it is not necessary to gather a 

certain number of people who want to study at the location of the educational institution. Secondly, there is no 

need for the listener or student to overspend. Thirdly, it is possible to exclude the age restrictions of those 

involved in this type of education. The contingent involved in distance learning may include persons 

belonging to the following social groups: those wishing to obtain a second higher or additional education, 

training and retraining; heads of regional authorities and administrations; young people who do not have 

access to education due to the limited opportunities of the traditional education system; employees of 

companies and enterprises who want to raise the status of their education to the level of modern requirements; 

listeners seeking second parallel information; people from remote, underdeveloped areas; persons with limited 

mobility; persons with disabilities; military personnel, etc. [1] 

Distance education has methodological, economic, social advantages and disadvantages as well. 

 Methodological achievements and advantages include: Convenience of the lesson schedule. The student 

can participate in the learning process at any time. Easy to use addresses. Students can participate in the 

learning process from Internet cafes, homes, hotels, workplaces and more. Easy pace. Education is 

conducted at the pace of students' understanding of new knowledge. Convenient curriculum. Curricula can 

be tailored to meet the individual and state educational needs of students. Database collection. Ability to 

collect and use the knowledge of previous students. Demonstration facilities. Take full advantage of 

multimedia features. Involve qualified teachers in the educational process.  
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 Economic benefits and advantages include: Teaching unlimited distance. The distance between the teacher 

and the students does not matter. Not to interfere with the work process. The student is educated as a part 

of the work. Increase the number of students. The number of students in an educational institution that 

fully uses distance learning technologies can increase by 2-3 times. Cost. Distance learning courses are 2 

and 3 times cheaper than regular courses.  

 Social achievements and benefits include: No social segregation. Those who want to take a second higher 

or additional education in a distance education course, who want to improve their skills and retrain; 

students wishing to obtain a second parallel information; people from remote, underdeveloped areas; 

physical defects persons; military service; persons with limited mobility; and others may participate. There 

are no age restrictions and the age limit for applicants is excluded. 

But it should be noted that distance education also has its drawbacks. We can add to them: Distrust of e-

learning and communication processes. For this reason, students are more likely to pursue regular (full-time or 

part-time) education than virtual education. Lack of state distance education standards and, as a result, no 

state-issued diplomas. For this reason, many distance education graduates are issued only a certificate of 

completion of the course. Relation to virtual environment and hardware. Distance education refers to the 

availability of the Internet, the cost of using it, the speed and availability of services, the availability and 

operation of special communication techniques. 

Innovative technologies in education have led to the emergence of new educational technologies and forms of 

teaching based on electronic means of information transmission and processing. The following technical 

means and technologies are used in distance learning: trainer, tester and means of communication. Teaching 

aids include glossaries, search tools, e-textbooks, video lectures and more. Test tools include test questions, 

self-tests. The means of communication are forums, mail, audio and video cassettes. The traditional course of 

lectures in traditional teaching involves: lectures, comments (interpretation of the study material by the 

speaker), and assessment in the oral, final exam. In distance education, the function of the teacher is 

performed by teaching and testing tools (fully automated, complete software products), as well as video and 

electronically published teaching materials that create an automated learning environment. The possibilities of 

the electronic textbook can be expanded with the use of modern means of animation and video equipment. 

These can be video lectures on the course, demonstrations of production processes, speeches of famous 

scientists, etc. When creating an electronic textbook, you need to create a database and enter data into it. In 

this case, there are some ways to access the database and perform actions on the materials contained in it. 

Didactic programs for modern computers (electronic textbooks, computer assignments, multimedia electronic 

textbooks, hypertext information systems, electronic archives, electronic catalogs, reference books, 

encyclopedias, test and formative training programs) multimedia teaching aids. [3] 

The significance of artificial intelligence can play in learning at a distance is broad and varied. Some roles 

feature prominently in the learner experience to promote engagement and performance improvement. Others 

support the Educator to develop efficiency and the most effective usage of limited resources. Still others 

support critical analytical capability that guides program-level decision-making by revealing insights and 

identifying critical predictive information. Factually, there are very few areas of technology based learning 

experiences that would not benefit from AI support and users of some systems for learning at a distance may 

even be unaware that some peculiarities of those systems are already driven by AI algorithms. Artificial 

Intelligence is a system of software and hardware that demonstrates at least one or more of the following 
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behaviors associated with human intelligence: planning, learning, reasoning, problem solving, knowledge 

representation, perception, motion, and manipulation and, to a lesser extent, social intelligence and creativity. 

Artificial intelligence is a separate branch of computer science, which is usually engaged in the creation of 

computer systems with the capabilities of the human mind: language comprehension, teaching, discussion, 

problem solving, translation and so on. Artificial intelligence (AI) allows computers to study their own 

experiences, adapt to given parameters, and perform tasks previously only possible for humans. In many cases 

of AI implementation from computer chess players to unmanned vehicles - the ability to learn deeply and 

process natural languages is crucial. Thanks to these technologies, computers can be “trained” to perform 

certain tasks by processing large amounts of data and identifying patterns in them. Artificial (computer) 

intelligence is one of the most promising areas of computer science and computer engineering. Work in the 

field of artificial intelligence focuses on the development of methods, tools and technologies for designing 

computer systems (training, expert, consulting, robotics, etc.) to solve traditional intellectual problems. Unlike 

ordinary programmers involved in the development of identified software products, artificial intelligence 

professionals are able to shape these features, which is one of the most important tasks in designing any 

software product. What is artificial intelligence? Artificial intelligence (SI) allows computers to study their 

own experiences, adapt to given parameters, and perform tasks previously only possible for humans. In many 

cases of SI implementation - from computer chess players to unmanned vehicles - the ability to learn deeply 

and process natural languages is crucial. Thanks to these technologies, computers can be “trained” to perform 

certain tasks by processing large amounts of data and identifying patterns in them. [3] 

The importance of artificial intelligence (AI) is currently being developed on a large scale and is attracting the 

attention of educational circles. Today’s artificial intelligence typically mimics and even assumes the 

functions that humans perform. Lu et al. (2018) said that a number of technology companies have introduced 

AI, including Amazon, Facebook, Microsoft and Google. However, few people know that this AI has also 

entered the world of education and training. With the development of schools followed by technology. For 

example, the college uses online textbooks through practical applications in the field of accounting. Even 

Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates is one of the proponents of artificial intelligence in education. Gates even 

believes that artificial intelligence can improve a person’s ability to learn in a variety of ways. Based on these 

beliefs, we want to understand the effectiveness of artificial intelligence in education during the pandemic and 

future education. (Güzer and Caner, 2014; Engeström & Sannino, 2010). Lee et al. (2020) examined whether 

artificial intelligence was able to differentiate COVID-19 from pneumonia that attacks the thoracic 

community. Speech training means learning to speak smarter than usual before AI was invented. The 

curriculum of this artificial intelligence system is a personalized learning system that enhances the learning 

experience of students in a deeper and more interesting way. How to understand AI in individual systems 

shows that it can improve student attention. This is because artificial intelligence can teach students 

individually and identify the areas needed to find effective ways to teach students through artificial 

intelligence. For example, if a student is interested in AI technology hobbies, an AI machine can be used as an 

analogy or example to understand a topic. In other words, this machine determines what students don’t 

understand. 

In addition, AI can determine what concepts are not understood by students. Thus, AI can then make 

adjustments to find new ways to help students learn, which is an advantage of this AI mechanism to improve 

today’s generation of learning services. Artificial intelligence is designed to expand the readiness of artificial 

intelligence programs in modern generation education investments. With AI, this program will also be 
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conducted to help students use artificial intelligence to develop technological literacy in line with the 

implementation of the Industry 4.0 program in every country pursuing advanced technology-based education 

projects in the 21st century. In many countries that have begun to look at AI, schools have developed 

solutions to address the various challenges facing the world of teaching, especially the world of education 

(Boden, 1998; Alava et al., 2017). Society must continue to learn and work through the world of education. 

Especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, using artificial intelligence, students are learning significantly 

and save themselves from the spread of plague. [2] 

Artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities are available in online education and training broad (Anderson et al., 

1985; Baker, 2016; Roll et al., 2018; Seo et al., 2020b; VanLehn, 2011), ranging from automating individual 

education for students and routine tasks for teachers until evaluated using intelligence. (Popenici and Kerr, 

2017). For example, AI tutoring systems can provide personal guidance, assistance, or feedback by tailoring 

learning content based on learner-specific learning patterns or knowledge levels (Hwang et al., 2020). AI 

teaching assistants help teachers save time in answering simple, repetitive questions from students in online 

discussion forums, and instead teachers can dedicate their saved time to more expensive work (Goel & 

Polepeddi, 2016). AI analysis allows teachers to understand student performance, development, and potential 

by encrypting click stream data (Roll & Winne, 2015; Fong et al., 2019; Seo et al., 2021; Holstein et al., 

2018). While the possibilities for AI are promising, students and teachers can understand that Adverse effects 

of AI systems. For example, as described in the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica data conflict, students may 

perceive the discriminatory collection and analysis of their data through artificial intelligence systems as a 

violation of privacy (Chan, 2019; Luckin, 2017). Behavior of AI agents that does not take into account the risk 

of data inaccuracy or algorithmic bias may be perceived as discriminatory by students (Crawford & Calo, 

2016; Murphy, 2019). Teachers are concerned that too much reliance on AI systems can impair a student’s 

ability to learn independently, solve problems creatively, and think critically (Wogu et al., 2018). It is 

important to study how students and teachers perceive the impact of AI systems in an online learning 

environment (Cruz-Benito et al., 2019). [4] [5] [6] 

In education, the AI community is increasingly exploring the impact of AI systems on online learning. For 

example, Roll and Wylie (2016) call for AI systems to be more involved in communication between students 

and teachers and in educational programs outside the school context. However, Zavacki-Richter and 

colleagues (2019) systematically reviewed AIEd publications from 2007 to 2018, resulting in a critical 

reflection of the ethical impact and risks of AI systems on student-teacher interactions. found that Popenici 

and Kerr (2017) examined the impact of AI systems on learning and teaching and identified potential conflicts 

between students and teachers, such as privacy issues, changes in power structures, and oversight. All of this 

research required further study of the impact of AI systems on student-teacher interactions, which revealed to 

us any gaps, problems that prevent AI systems from achieving their intended potential. or help identify 

obstacles. Indeed, student-teacher interactions play a crucial role in online learning. Kang and Im (2013) 

showed that factors such as communication, support, and availability of student-teacher interactions improve 

student satisfaction and learning outcomes. Student-teacher interactions affect students ’self-esteem, 

motivation to learn, and confidence in solving new problems (Laura and Chapman, 2009). However, little is 

known about how the introduction of AI systems into online education will affect student-teacher interactions. 

Guilherme (2019, p. 7) predicted that AI systems would “have a profound impact on the classroom, changing 

the relationship between teacher and student”. More work is needed to understand how and why different 

forms of AI systems affect student-teacher interaction in online learning (Felix, 2020). 
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In conclusion, developing distance learning through artificial intelligence is necessary not only for educational 

institutions today, but also in the process of globalization in today's large enterprises, institutions in the 

training of specialists, their retraining, a high level of their knowledge and skills. There is an opportunity to 

increase the general level of knowledge of the population and the quality of this knowledge through the use of 

distance learning. It will be possible to meet the voluntary educational needs of all segments of the population. 

There is an opportunity to disseminate knowledge to the general public in a timely manner. By creating a 

single learning environment, it is possible to integrate all knowledge. In the distance learning method, 

constant communication is maintained even if the student and the teacher are separated from each other at a 

distance. This is done using e-mail and Internet technologies, which are a separate way to control learning. 
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